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Dr. Sunita Tank is a renowned personality in the corporate world
where she uses her expertise in fields ranging from Corporate
Recruitments and Human Relations to Personality Grooming and
Motivational Counselling.
Dr. Sunita Tank is an international Coaching Federation( IFC) , USA,
Certified Coach and a NABET Certified assessor because of which she
has mentored students to boost their career trajectory. She holds a
Ph.D. in Human Resources from NIMS Jaipur and a Masters in HR and
Marketing from the Symbiosis Institute of Management studies.
Dr. Sunita Tank's prowess is to create a safe space for people to
interact with; while helping them look for new avenues to improve
on. With her innate ability to inspire people, she has been the guiding
light for many professionals inducing the essence of Leadership in
them with her structured Coaching and Grooming. She holds a
number of Research papers to her name which revolve around
Training and Recruitment processes.

Dr. Sunita Tank believes Leaders can be made with constant learning and adhering to
strong ethics. This gave birth to " Leaders in Making" . A brain child of Dr. Sunita Tank
where she amalgamates her experience with her knowledge to inspire future leaders and
shares her 2 cents on hot topics which gives the students proper direction.
Dr. Sunita Tank is an epitome of strength and hard work. This was evident when she was
received “Letter of Appreciation" from Government of India, for her contribution to
National Skill Development of India, a mission under Prime Minister Shri. Narendra Modi.
Dr. Sunita was also invited to get interviewed by
Training and Placement Industry Giant,
Internshala to speak on " Placements and
Guidance to Training and Placements fraternity
across the Education Industry where she
successfully addressed the placement scenario in
India and how her college has adapted to the
latest trends while sharing valuable insights on
placements related topics.

As a talent recruitment expert, she is associated with organizations
like YKK India Pvt ltd, DTZ, Capital IQ, Helix Financials (now
Blackrock Financials), Ranbaxy Laboratories, NCR Corporation to
name a few. She has also been associated with various reputed
educational institution in Delhi ,for the past 21 years for training and
grooming. Dr. Tank also made an appearance on FM radio channel to
share her views on Campus Placements and other important
placement topics on various social media platforms.
Some of her popular training sessions with Corporate are:
Effective Customer and Client Management Techniques
Gaining Competitive Advantage through Effective People
Management.
Effective Selling and Negotiation Skills
Execution and Empowerment: Being Proactive
Developing Emotional Intelligence for Effective Leadership
Psychometric Testing & Applications
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